
IN:

Make a quick diagram of …..

“What  GENETICS means to me.”

No words. Color.



Variation and Distribution of Genetic Traits



I. Mendel and Inheritance Patterns
A. GREGOR MENDEL (1822-1884) - “Father of Genetics”

a. Austrian monk, teacher, scientist, & gardener

b. Gathered first scientific evidence of 
patterns by which parents transmit              
genes to offspring

c. Tracked traits in many generations of             
pea plants and concluded that traits                                    
are expressed in units (now called Genes)



B. Mendel’s Laws of 
Dominance 

a. In pea plant 
experiments, F1 (first 
generation) resembled 
only one of the 
parents

b. F1 contained genes for 
each trait 

c. One dominant; 
(stronger, masks 
recessive)

d. One recessive; (seems 
to disappear) 



II. Modern Genetic Terms
A.Genes 

a. Inherited unit of 
information about traits

b.Each has its own locus on 
the chromosome

B. Alleles
a. Different                                                       
molecular                                  
forms of 
the same 
gene



C. Homozygous dominant - has two dominant alleles (AA)

D. Homozygous recessive  - has two recessive alleles (aa) 

E. Heterozygote 
a. Has two                                                                                    

non-identical 
alleles (Aa)

b. Dominant allele 
masks effect of                                                                                             
recessive allele                                                                                                             
on the 
homologous                                                                                                     
chromosome 

c. Can use term
“hybrid”



F. Genotype - Individual’s alleles at any or all gene 
loci; received at fertilization

G. Phenotype – Individual’s observable traits 

(physical appearance) 





III. Producing Hybrid Offspring
A. Crossing two true-

breeding (pure 
homozygous) parents 
of different genotypes 
yields hybrid offspring 

B. All F1 offspring are 
heterozygous for a 
gene

C. All F1 offspring of 
parental cross 

YY x yy are Yy



IV. Punnett Squares and Monohybrid  
Crosses

A. Punnett 
Squares  - show 
probabilities of 
future offspring

B. Monohybrid 
Cross = cross 
between 
individuals that 
involve one 
pair of     

contrasting traits

25% 25%

25% 25%

1 RR : 2 Rr : 1 rr
25% RR, 50% Rr, 25% rr

Parents

First generation

Second generation

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.biologycorner.com/resources/punnettoe.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.biologycorner.com/worksheets/pennygene.htm&h=172&w=186&sz=2&tbnid=Y-2bM45mz8EJ:&tbnh=89&tbnw=96&start=17&prev=/images?q%3Dpunnet%2Bsquare%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26sa%3DG


Predicting Probability: Punnett Squares

Draw this into notes



P 76 Three Eyes (E) is Dominant to One Eye (e)

Complete Punnett square for the monohybrid 
crosses. 

Show genotype and phenotype percent and ratios.

1. Homozygous Dominant  X   Homozygous Recessive

2. Homozygous Dominant  x Heterozygous

3. Heterozygous   x Heterozygous

Three eyes = EE, Ee
One eye = ee

Write in your notebook.



V. Mendel’s Laws of Segregation and 
Independent Assortment

A. Law of Segregation
a. Organisms 

contains two 
alleles (genes) for 
each trait.

b. Alleles segregate
(separate) during 
formation of 
gametes 
(egg/sperm)



B. Law of Independent Assortment

a. Alleles for one trait are not inherited 
together with another trait.

b.  Each trait is distinct from other traits.

FRECKLES 
Alleles

DIMPLES
Alleles



During meiosis, the genes for your eyes are 
transmitted independently of the genes for your 
height. Offspring can be tall with brown eyes. Or, 
offspring could be tall with blue eyes. The traits, or 
the alleles, assort independently of one another.

BIG  BIG
BIG  small
small  BIG

small  small

aAa, Bb are the 
genotype

one trait

one trait



C. Genetics and Probability
a. Probability is the chance that 

a certain event will occur.

b. Mendel’s laws of segregation 
and independent assortment 
reflect the same laws of 
probability that apply to tossing 
coins or rolling dice.



D. Calculating the chance of 
having  gametes and offspring  
with certain alleles is just like 
calculating the probability in 
flipping a coin.

a. Probability of     
tossing heads? (50%)

b. Probability of     
making a B or b
gamete? (50%)

50%

100%BB

B

B

Bb

B

b



E. Outcome of 1 toss has no impact 
on the outcome of the next toss.

a. Probability of tossing heads     
each time?

b. Probability of making a B or b 
gamete each time?

50%

50%

Bb

B

b



How is gamete formation like tossing a coin?                
Calculating Probability

sperm egg

1/2 1/2

offspring

=x 1/4 (25%)
P P PP

P p Pp

1/2 1/2 =x 1/4  25%
p p pp

p P

Pp x   Pp

P p
male / sperm

P

pfe
m

a
le

 /
 e

g
g

s

PP Pp

Pp pp

1/2 1/2 =x 1/4

1/2 1/2 =x 1/4

1/2  50%

+

Genotype        1 PP : 2 Pp : 1 pp 
Ratio           25% PP: 50% Pp: 25% pp



Do Monohybrid Cross Practice p80



OUT: Wookie Genetics p80

L= Long Hair
l= Short Hair



Do Bikini Bottom Genetics



STOP



Set up
Dragon     
Genetics



VI. Dihybrid Cross = a cross involving two pairs of 
contrasting traits

A. Example:
Dominant Recessive

Yy, YY = yellow yy = green

Rr, RR = round rr = wrinkled
P1 R1R2Y1Y2 x  r1r2y1y2

round, yellow wrinkled, green

(homozygous) (homozygous)

R1Y1 R1Y2 R2Y1 R2Y2

r1y1
R1r1Y1y1 R1r1Y2y1 R2r1Y1y1 R2r1Y2y1

r1y2
R1r1Y1y2 R1r1Y2y2 R2r1Y1y2

R2r1Y2y2

r2y1
R1r2Y1y1 R1r2Y2y1 R2r2Y1y1 R2r2Y2y1

r2y2
R1r2Y1y2 R1r2Y2y2 R2r2Y1y2 R2r2Y2y2

Remember
*FOIL
*Put letters in alphabetical order
*Capitals before lowercase



During meiosis, the genes for your eyes are 
transmitted independently of the genes for your 
height. Offspring can be tall with brown eyes. Or, 
offspring could be tall with blue eyes. The traits, or 
the alleles, assort independently of one another.

BIG  BIG
BIG  small
small  BIG

small  small

aAa, Bb are the 
genotype

one trait

one trait



RrYy X  RrYy
R, r, Y, y go to sperm/egg independently of each 

other (Law of Independent Assortment)

Can recombine in four ways: 

RY, Ry, rY, ry

RY            Ry rY ry

F1

RRYYRY                                                                                                                           

Ry

rY

ry



9 round,yellow : 
3 round, green : 
3 wrinkled, yellow :       9:3:3:1 Phenotype
1 wrinkled ,green                         Ratio

RY

RY

Ry rY ry

ry

rY

Ry

RRYY RRYy RrYY RrYy

RRYy RRyy RrYy Rryy

RrYY RrYy rrYY rrYy

RrYy Rryy rrYy rryy





Welcome to Their World….
Green  skin is 
dominant to red 
skin and black eyes 
are  dominant to 
yellow eyes.

Genotypes/Phenotypes 

GG, Gg = green skin 

gg = red skin

BB, Bb = black eyes

bb = yellow eyes

ggbb

GgBb

GGBB



Possible Genotypes & Phenotypes:

Parental Genotype:

Possible Gametes:  use FOIL

Genotype Ratios: Phenotype Ratios:

GG, Gg = green skin 

gg = red skin

BB, Bb = black eyes

bb = yellow eyes

BbGg BbGgX

BG, Bg, bG, bg BG, Bg, bG, bgX

BG

BG

Bg

Bg

bG

bG

bg

bg



HW: Dihybrid Cross Practice

• 1. Peas

S(smooth)

s (wrinkled)

Y (yellow)

y (green)

• 2. Martians

B (blue lips)

b (purple lips)

E (three eyes)

e (one eye)



Lab: Dihybrid Corn Genetics



Stop



IN:

• How Many Traits are involved in a monohybrid 
cross?

• How Many Traits are involved in a dihybrid cross?



VII. Non-Mendelian Inheritance 
A. The inheritance of characteristics by a single 

gene may NOT follow Mendelian dominant-
recessive relationships 

B. Examples:
a. Incomplete dominance
b. Codominance
c. Multiple alleles
d. Polygenic traits
e. Sex-linked
f. Sex-influenced



C. Incomplete Dominance
a. One allele is NOT completely 

dominant over the other
b. Heterozygote offspring are 

intermediate (or a mix) 
between two parental 
phenotypes

c. Blending of alleles
d. 3 phenotypes

Cross White and Chestnut Brown              
Horses ->Result is a Golden Palomino



D. Codominance
a. Both alleles are 

expressed.
b. BOTH 

phenotypes are 
present 

c. Neither allele is 
dominant or 
recessive

d. A person with AB 
blood has both A 
and B proteins on 
their red blood 
cells.



RED WHITE

RED & White 
Hair



E.  Polygenic Traits
a. TWO or more genes control a single trait

b. Genes can be on the same or                               
different chromosomes

c. Many combinations and mixes
1. Skin Color   

2. Eye Color

3. Height
Gene Effect

d. Many genes contribute 
to a single trait.

T
R
A
I
T





OUT: p90

• Give an example of an Incomplete Dominance Trait 
and a Codominance trait.

• Incomplete Dominanace:

• Codominance:



Polygenic Trait Lab



Stop



F.  Multiple Allele Traits
a. Trait with 3 or more alleles in a population;    

individual only gets 2 alleles

Example:

There are three 

varieties of coat 

color: black, brown, 

and white. Color is 

controlled by four 

different alleles:

C+, Cch, Ch, c 
Each bunny only 

gets 2 alleles

+



b. Human ABO Blood Groups
1. Three alleles – A, B, O

(You only get two alleles)

2.   Four phenotypes – A, B, AB, O

c. Genotype      Phenotype

AA =              type A    
AO = type A 

BB  =              type B    

BO =              type B

OO =              type O

AB  =              type AB
d. A,B are codominant together

but both are dominant to O



What is the 
most 
common 
blood type? 
The least 
common?





G. Sex Influenced Traits
= phenotype depends on the presence of hormones

a. Baldness dominant in males and recessive in females

b. bb   - bald females and males

c. Bb – female will not lose her hair

d. Bb – male will lose hair + testosterone
e. BB – Normal male and female

f.



H. Sex Determination and Sex-linked Traits
a. Sex chromosomes 

determine gender.
(one pair)

b. Autosomes are 
non-sex (somatic, body) 
chromosomes         

(22 pairs)
c. Sex chromosomes 

differ between        
males & females.

1. Female is XX
2. Male is XY



d. Sex chromosomes carry 
genes for traits unrelated 
to sex.

Examples:

1. Color blindness

2. Hemophilia (blood 
does not clot)

e. Single, recessive allele 

on X expressed

f. Males express sex-
linked diseases more



Females 

x x = Normal

x xh = Carrier 

XhXh = Hemophilia

Males

xy = Normal

xhy = Hemophilia



Do:  

• A Quick Switch p94

• Lesson In Blood p96



STOP



VIII. Nature versus Nurture
Genes versus Environment

A. Both play a role

B. Genotypes are expressed 
as phenotypes.

C. Environmental factors 
impact the effect of 
phenotypic differences.

D. Genetics and 
environments are 
responsible for significant 
variation in individuals.



Genes Environmen
t

Your 
Phenotype

Epigenetics

Be responsible for your DNA !



E. Examples: Sunlight and food affect how genes 
are expressed in the phenotype of individuals.

a. Poor nutrition can prevent an individual from 
achieving full height.

b. Exposure to ultraviolet radiation can increase 
the amount of pigment in the                         
skin making it appear darker. 



c. Increase of coronary heart disease and 
Type II diabetes in human populations 
undergoing industrialization (unhealthy food 
choices, smoking, lack of exercise.)

25-year coronary heart disease (CHD) mortality rates in 
different countries according to total cholesterol level



Which one are you?



F. Environmental factors that affect the 
phenotype expression of genes.

After Birth
• Climate (temperature, pH)

• Diet & Exercise

• Geography

• Illness 

• Stress

• Exposure to pollutants

• Drug and alcohol use

• Chemicals in foods

Before Birth 
• Hormones
• Chemicals around 

developing cells
• Stress of mother
• Birth order 
• Attention  from 

mother
• Nutrition of 

mother 



The following slides show examples of 
the how the genetic code is expressed 
in a variety of environments.



Temperature effects the 
expression of some genes. 

Both of these rabbits 
have the same genotype 
for fur color.

What would 
happen if this 
rabbit had an ice 
packet on its coat 
for an extended 
time period?

<25*C
>25*C

WOW!

Himalayan Rabbits 



Dandelions are 
well known for 
showing variation 
in form when 
growing in sunny 
versus shaded 
environments. 

What differences do 
you see in these 
plants?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dandelion


Ranunculus aquatilis
Type of Buttercup

Aerial Leaf (above water) Submerged Leaf (below water)

Do these plants have the same genotype for leaf shape?



Workers and drones differ 
in appearance & behavior. 
Differences are not 
genetic. They depend on 
how the eggs are treated 
by the queen and the 
workers. Different eggs 
get a different  diet 

and incubation
temperature. The 
genes of each egg 
are exactly the 
same. Only some of 
the genes are 
activated during 
development.





Pararge aegeria - Speckled wood butterfly 

Males exhibit two types  of mating 
behaviors based on ecological 
conditions. Female decisions on a 
mate are heavily influenced by 
environment.

Males have three dots or 
four dots on their hind wing.  
The development of the 
fourth dot depends on their 
location and the time of year.



Eudyptes chrysocome – Rock hopper penguin 
Express different hunting 
behaviors depending on 
the climate,  environment, 
and where food is located. 
Some penguins only dive 
shallow (smaller lungs) 
while others need to dive 
very deep.  Some stay very 
close to their colonies 
while others travel long 
distances (more muscle 
development in feet and  
legs.)  Geography has 
shaped the way these 
penguins carry out their 
dives, feeding, and 
foraging (affects physical 
development.)



OUT: p98

Non Mendelian Inheritance 
Patterns



Lab: p100-101

• Determination of Genotypes from Phenotypes in 
Humans


